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ON THE OUTPUT-STABILIZABLE SUBSPACE

A.H.W. Geerts & M.L.J. Hautus

O. Introduction

The objective of this paper is to investigate properties of a

space to be denoted !f-, which plays a role in a number of

problems in system theory.

In [WO 79, Section 4.4], the Output Stabilization Problem is

considered (for the case D = 0):

PROBLEM (OSP): Given the system

L: x = Ax + Bu, Y = Cx + Du

find a feedback map F such that with the input u = Fx, we

have y(t) ~ 0 (t ~ 00) for any initial value xo'

If this problem has a solution, L is called output

stabilizable. A necessary and sufficient condition for output

stabilizability was provided by [WO 79, Theorem 4.4]. A

slightly different formulation of this condition was given in

[HA 80, Theorem 4.10], where it was shown that OSP has a

solution iff !f- = X. Here X denotes the state space R
n

, and

!f was defined in terms of (~,w)-representations. More

generally, the space !f also plays a role in the

output-stabilization problem under disturbances, i. e. , the

problem of achieving BIBO stability in the presence of a

disturbance input term Eq. Then, it turns out, the condition

is im E ~ !f-. The space is also relevant for LQ problems.

Consider the general positive semidefinite infinite horizon

LQ problem:

PROBLEM (LQ): Determine a function u: [0, 00) ~ RID such that

for the solution x of the differential equation
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·x = Ax + Bu, x(O) = x o

the following quantity is minimized:
!XIJ(x ,u) := S w(x(t),u(t»dt,o 0

where

w(x,u) := x'Qx + 2u'Sx + u'Ru

is a positive semidefinite quadratic form in the variable

(x, u) E IRn
+

m
•

As in [H&S 83], we introduce matrices C and D using the

factorization

[
Q S'] [C']
S R = D' [C D],

which is possible because the matrix in the left-hand side is

positive semidefinite. Next, we define the output

y := ex + Du,

and the integral to be minimized can be written as

S:ly 1
2dt .

The LQ problem is called regular if D is injective (left

invertible). For regular problems, the problem is well

established and considered classical. Curiously, the problem

of finding necessary and sufficient conditions for the

existence of a solution of this (infinite-horizon) problem

has found little attention even in the regular case. Usually,

one is satisfied with the statement that a solution exists if

the system L is stabilizable. Of course, this condition is

not necessary. In [GE 88], a necessary and sufficient

condition was given for the regular case (R>O) in terms of

the stabilizability of a suitably defined quotient system.

For singular problems, a reformulation in the style of

[H&S 83] is needed incorporating distributions as possible

inputs, since otherwise, one can not expect that optimal

controls exist even in the finite horizon case. With this

proviso, the condition given in [GE 88] can be generalized to
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singular problems. It is expressed in terms of the structure

algorithm (See [GE 88, Remark 4]).

In the present paper, this issue is also addressed and it

will be shown in particular that output stabilizability (and

hence !f- = X) is necessary and sufficient for the existence

of a solution of the LQ problem. This intuitively rather

obvious condition turns out to be relatively difficult to

prove. In the case that D is left invertible (the regular

case), the condition will be shown to be equivalent to the

existence of a positive semidefinite solution of the

Algebraic Riccati Equation associated with the LQ problem

mentioned above. Finally, the condition !f- = X will be

brought into connection with the dissipation inequality, to

be discussed in section 3.

1. The output-stabilizable subspace

Consider the system

r: x = Ax + Bu, Y = Cx + Du,

where A e IRnxn
, B e IRnxm

, C e IRPxn and D e IRPxm
•

In connection with the LQ problem, we have to admit

distributions as inputs. These distributions are chosen from

the class ~ of impulsive-smooth distributions on IR with
1mp

support on [O,~) introduced in [H&S 83]. Such a distribution

can be written as a sum of a function which is smooth on

[O,~) and an impulsive distribution with support in {O}.

However, in the LQ problem, only distributions such that the

output is regular are admitted. The class of such inputs is

denoted 'IL. Using the notation y (~) for lim y (t), we
--~ t ..~

introduce the following spaces:

r:J
1

:= {xo e XI 3u e 'U~: y(~) = O}
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'!J2 : = { X 0 E X I 3u e ~: IOJ I y (t) 1
2
d t < OJ }

o

and for every F E R~n, we define the space

F
'!J

I
:= {xo E XI If u = Fx then y(OJ) = O}

'!J~ := {xo E XI If u = Fx then IOJjy (t) 12dt < OJ}.
o

Finally, the space ~- is defined as

~-:= <AlimB> + X- (A) + V
L

where <AI imB> is the reachable subspace of L , X- (A) the

stable subspace of A, and V
L

denotes the weakly unobservable

space of L, i. e., the space of initial states X o such that

there exists a regular control (hence without impulses) such

that the output is identically zero.

Our main result is:

THEOREM For every L, we

F. In addition, there

i = 1,2.

have '!J
i

exists

= ~- and '!JF s;; ~- for every
i

F such that '!JF = ~- for
i

Because of the relation '!JF = ~- for some F, we will refer to
I

~- as the output-stabilizable subspace. Some of the

statements of the Theorem are rather obvious. In particular,

if we use the feedback control u = Fx, the resulting output

y(t) will have the property that it tends to zero

exponentially fast when either X o e '!J~ or X o E '!J~.

Consequently, '!JF = '!JF. Furthermore, it is trivial that
1 2

'!JF s;; '!J for all F. Also the inclusion ~-s;; '!J is easily shown.
i i 1

In fact, any element of x E!f- can be decomposed as

x = Xl + x
2

' where XlE <AI im B> + X- (A) , the stabilizable

subspace and x2 E VL' It is known (See [WO 79, Ch. 3]) that

there exists a feedback F such that with the input u = Fx and

initial state x, the state x (t) tends to zero. For the
1
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initial value x, there exists a smooth input such that y is
2

identically zero. A similar reasoning can be used for proving

the inclusion ~-~ ~ . Finally, the fact that there exists an
2

F such that ~F = ~- is known (compare [HA 80]). The difficult
1

part of the Theorem is the proof of the inclusions ~. ~ ~-
1

(i = 1,2). This proof is given in [G&H 88].

An interesting special case is ~- = X. This condition can be

reformulated as: For each X o e X there exists an input u e ~

such that y(oo) = O. According to the Theorem, an equivalent

formulation is: There exists a feedback u = Fx such that the

has

the

stable, i.e.,

solution to

resulting closed loop system is output

y(oo) = a for every x e X. This is theo
problem OSP mentioned in section 1. The equality ~2 = X says

that in the optimal control problem, there exists for any Xo
an input u e ~ such that the performance J (xo' u) < 00. This

will be seen to be a necessary and sufficient condition for

the existence of an optimal control in ~.

In addition to V
L

, the strongly reachable subspace WL plays

an important role in the (singular) optimal control problem.

It is defined as the space of points x e X for which there
1

exists an impulsive input u e U
L

such that x(O+) = Xl' It can

easily be seen that W
L

= a iff D is injective, which

corresponds to the regular case for the LQ problem.

Furthermore, it can be seen (see [H&S 83, section 3]) that

strongly reachable states are also strongly (null-)

controllable, i.e., there exists for any such state an

impulsive control in ~ for which the state jumps to zero

instantaneously, so that x(O+) = 0, while y remains zero.

Obviously, for such initial states, the minimal cost of the

LQ problem equals zero.

2. Optimal control

It is clear that the existence of a solution of LQ for a

certain X o implies that X o e ~2' In particular, the existence
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(see [GE 88,

property is

semidefinite

minimizing J(xo'u). It follows

for the regular problem, this

the existence of a positive

Algebraic Riccati Equation

of such a solution for all x implies~· = X, hence that L iso 2

output stabilizable. Conversely, it is shown in [GE 88] for

the regular case that the existence of u e CUI: such that

J (x ,u) < 00 , is also sufficient for the existence of ano
input u e ~

Corr.2] that

equivalent to

solution of the

ARE:~(P) := C/C + A'P + PA - (PB + C/D) (D/D)-l(B/P + D/C) = O.

The smallest positive semidefinite solution of

to be denoted by P-, yields the minimal

integral:

this equation,

value of the

min {J (xo' u) I u e ~}

For singular problems, the ARE is not defined, because D'D is

not invertible. However, as is shown in [H&S 83] for the

left-invertible case and in [GE 88+] for the general case, a

sequence of transformations can be constructed that transform

L into a system of the form

.
x=Ax+Bu +Buo 0 1 1

Y= Cx + 5 u ,o 0

where the following properties are satisfied:

i) D is left invertible and contains the independento
columns of D.

ii) rank 5 = rank T (s), where T (s)o
is the transfer function of L.

:= D + C (s I - A) -lB

is the derivative of

is an invertible

by the structure

iii) im B1 ~ WI:.

iv) C(WI:) ~ im 50.

v) u = 1/ (p) ii, where ii : = [~:], p

o and hence acting as

distributions. Finally, ~

polynomial matrix, computed

the derivative on
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algorithm.

The transformed system f can be reduced further by means of a

feedback transformation, i.e., a transformation of the form

u = Fx + u, where F := -0 (0'0) -lO/C. This yields the systemo 0

(A ,:S,c ,0), whereo 0

-:=C+DF.o

The result is the following system:

x=Ax+:Su +:su,o 0 0 1 1

y=Cx+ou.
000

The following properties can be proved:

Ao (WI:) S;; W
t

,

VI: + WI: = <ker Co lAo> = V~,

O/C = O.
o 0

It follows from these properties together with the properties

iii and iv mentioned before that the output y is independent

of u. Hence u represents the nonuniqueness of the optimal
1 1

control. Selecting in particular u
1

= 0 leaves us with a

regular control problem, since D is left invertible.o
Consequently, the optimal control can be expressed in terms

of the Riccati equation corresponding to system

r := (A,:So'C,Oo)· Let us denote this equation by i(p) = O. It

is shown in [GE 88+] that the smallest positive semidefinite

solution of this equation determines the minimal cost of the

problem. It follows from these results that the existence for

each x of an input u such that J (x , u) < 00, i. e., theo 0

condition ~2 = X, implies the existence of an optimal

control. Consequently, output stabilizability of L is

equivalent to the existence of a positive semidefinite

solution of the equation ~ (P) = O. Finally we note that

ker P = VI: + WI:' in particular, WI: S;; ker P where P

denotes the smallest positive semidefinite solution of
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~(P) = O. This property is an easy consequence of the

equality V~ + W~ = Vf .

3. The dissipation inequality

Another way of characterizing the optimal controls can be

expressed in terms of the dissipation inequality ([WI 71]).

To this extent we define the dissipation matrix

_ [C' C+A' P+PA
F (P) : =

B'P+D'C

PB+C' OJ .
0'0

The dissipation inequality or the linear matrix inequality

then reads:

F(P) ?; 0

For every solution P of the dissipation inequality the

following holds:

rank F(P) ?; rank T(s),

where the right-hand side denotes the global rank of the

rational matrix T (s) (see [SCH 83]). Solutions of the

dissipation inequality for which equality holds in the above

inequality are called rank-minimizing solutions of the

dissipation inequality.

We consider the set:

r := {PI P=P', F(P) ?; a}.
Then r ¢ t because 0 e r. We are more particularly interested

in the rank-minimizing solutions of the dissipation

inequality. Therefore we also introduce

r min: = {P e r I rank F (P) = rank T (s) } .

The following results hold: (See [GE 88+])

i) F(P) ?; 0 implies W~ ~ ker P.

ii) Per. iff Per, ~ (P) = 0 and W~ s;; ker P.
m~n w

iii) Per. (Recall that W~ ~ ker P ).
m~n w

The following theorem relates the dissipation inequality with

the rest of this paper:
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THEOREM L is output stabilizable if and only if there exists

Per such that P ?; o. In addition, if such a P exists,
min

the smallest such P equals the matrix P-, representing the

minimal cost of the optimal-control problem.

The dissipation inequality enables us to formulate the

conditions for the existence and the actual computation of

the cost of the optimal-control problem directly in terms of

the original data of the problem. The characterization of P

in terms of the dissipation inequality is more general than

the characterization using the ARE, because it includes the

singular case. Note that the ARE is not defined in the

singular case, because the matrix D'D is not invertible.

Hence one has to use the ARE of the transformed system in

order to express P-.

REMARK It is shown in

y (t) ~ 0 for t ~ 00

equivalently I (x/ker

does not hold. It

[G&H 88] that if u is such that either

or S;lyl2dt < 00 then P-x(t) ~ 0, or

P-) (t) ~ O. Remarkably, the converse

is possible that P-x(t) ~ 0 (t ~ 00),

whereas y(t) does not converge to zero. _

Finally, we note that a condition for output stability can

given in the spirit of the results of [HA 70]. In fact, a

more general formulation is:

PROPOSITION Let ~ be an (A,B)-invariant subspace of X. Then

<A lim B> + X- (A) + ~ = X

if and only if

VA e C, Re A ?; OV~I e cn[~[A - AI,B] = 0 A ~~ = 0 ~ ~ = 0].

The proof is straightforward. The condition for output

stabilizability is obtained by taking ~ = V
L

• We obtain an

equivalent formulation by choosing a basis matrix V for V
L

•

Then L is output stabilizable iff (A, [B,V]) is stabilizable.
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